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Qualitative Methods in Public Health 2016-03-24 qualitative methods in public health a field guide for applied
research 2nd edition provides a practical orientation to conducting effective qualitative research in the public
health sphere with thorough examination and simple explanations this book guides you through the logic and
workflow of qualitative approaches with step by step guidance on every phase of the research students learn
how to identify and make use of theoretical frameworks to guide your study design the study to answer specific
questions and achieve their research goals data collection analysis and interpretation are given close attention
as the backbone of a successful study and expert insight on reporting and dissemination helps you get your work
noticed this second edition features new examples from global health including case studies specifically
illustrating study design web and mobile technologies mixed methods and new innovations in information
dissemination pedagogical tools have been added to help enhance your understanding of research design and
implementation and extensive appendices show you how these concepts work in practice qualitative research is a
powerful tool for public health but it s very easy to get it wrong careful study design and data management are
critical and it s important to resist drawing conclusions that the data cannot support this book shows you how
to conduct high quality qualitative research that stands up to review
Java Network Programming 2013-10-04 this practical guide provides a complete introduction to developing
network programs with java you ll learn how to use java s network class library to quickly and easily
accomplish common networking tasks such as writing multithreaded servers encrypting communications
broadcasting to the local network and posting data to server side programs author elliotte rusty harold
provides complete working programs to illustrate the methods and classes he describes this thoroughly revised
fourth edition covers rest spdy asynchronous i o and many other recent technologies explore protocols that
underlie the internet such as tcp ip and udp ip learn how java s core i o api handles network input and output
discover how the inetaddress class helps java programs interact with dns locate identify and download network
resources with java s uri and url classes dive deep into the http protocol including rest http headers and cookies
write servers and network clients using java s low level socket classes manage many connections at the same time
with the nonblocking i o
Qualitative Methods in Public Health 2012-07-05 qualitative methods in public health is a comprehensive
resource that presents practical strategies and methods for using qualitative research and includes the basic
logic and rationale for making qualitative research decisions this important book outlines the complexities
advantages and limitations of qualitative methods and offers information and step by step procedures for every
phase of research3 4from theory to study design data collection analysis interpretation writing and dissemination
written for faculty students and practitioners in public health research promotion and education qualitative
methods in public health will help those with prior research experience expand their repertoire to include
qualitative methods the book also contains up to date illustrations from a wealth of topics such as
reproductive choice sexual risk and protection gender relations and other areas critical to understanding
population health and disease qualitative methods in public health includes examples of mixed qualitative
quantitative research design guidelines for discussions sample budgets and caveats for planning and implementing
focus groups sample agenda for training interviewers a summary of needed critical appraisal skills tips on where to
publish the results sample brochure to share qualitative study findings with participating communities a
comprehensive index
Red Hat Linux Networking and System Administration 2007-04-10 starts with the basics of red hat the leading
linux distribution in the u s such as network planning and red hat installation and configuration offers a close
look at the new red hat enterprise linux 4 and fedora core 4 releases new chapters cover configuring a database
server creating a vnc server monitoring performance providing services exploring selinux security basics and
exploring desktops demonstrates how to maximize the use of red hat network upgrade and customize the kernel
install and upgrade software packages and back up and restore the file system the four cds contain the full fedora
core 4 distribution
Public Domain Publishing: Turning Ideas to Dollar$ Learn How To Quickly Profit 2016-03-23 intellectual
property that is not covered by copyright laws belongs to the public domain therefore it is open to everyone who
deems to use it so so you know what a public domain is and what it comprises question is what now what has this
got to do with making money the answer is everything the knowledge of public domain works blended well with good
business savvy and sound entrepreneurial sense could very well mean turning ideas it doesn t even have to be your
ideas into dollars how indeed how because here you will learn how to make public domain work for you in order to
generate money whether you are only out looking for some spare cash or hoping to establish the kind of big fortune
most people only dream about it is here that you will get your hands full with all the secrets involved believe it
there is real money in the public domain all you have to do is tap into the endless resources provided you by the
internet
Every Word You Write ... Vichy Will Be Watching You: Surveillance of Public Opinion in the Gard Department
1940-1944: The Postal Control System During Vichy France 2021-12-14 an examination of how
nonprofessional archivists especially media fans practice cultural preservation on the internet and how digital
cultural memory differs radically from print era archiving the task of archiving was once entrusted only to
museums libraries and other institutions that acted as repositories of culture in material form but with the rise of
digital networked media a multitude of self designated archivists fans pirates hackers have become practitioners of
cultural preservation on the internet these nonprofessional archivists have democratized cultural memory building
freely accessible online archives of whatever content they consider suitable for digital preservation in rogue
archives abigail de kosnik examines the practice of archiving in the transition from print to digital media looking in
particular at internet fan fiction archives de kosnik explains that media users today regard all of mass culture as
an archive from which they can redeploy content for their own creations hence remix culture and fan fiction are
core genres of digital cultural production de kosnik explores among other things the anticanonical archiving
styles of internet preservationists the volunteer labor of online archiving how fan archives serve women and
queer users as cultural resources archivists efforts to attract racially and sexually diverse content and how
digital archives adhere to the logics of performance more than the logics of print she also considers the similarities
and differences among free culture free software and fan communities and uses digital humanities tools to quantify
and visualize the size user base and rate of growth of several online fan archives



Rogue Archives 2017-01-20 authoritarian regimes craft and disseminate reasons stories and explanations for
why they are entitled to rule to shield those legitimating messages from criticism authoritarian regimes also
censor information that they find threatening while committed opponents of the regime may be violently repressed
this book is about how the authoritarian state keeps the majority of its people quiescent by manipulating the
ways in which they talk and think about political processes the authorities and political alternatives using north
korea burma myanmar and china as case studies this book explains how the authoritarian public sphere shapes
political discourse in each context it also examines three domains of potential subversion of legitimating messages
the shadow markets of north korea networks of independent journalists in burma and the online sphere in china in
addition to making a theoretical contribution to the study of authoritarianism the book draws upon unique
empirical data from fieldwork conducted in the region including interviews with north korean defectors in south
korea burmese exiles in thailand and burmese in myanmar who stayed in the country during the military government
when analyzed alongside state produced media speeches and legislation the material provides a rich understanding
of how autocratic legitimation influences everyday discussions about politics in the authoritarian public sphere
explaining how autocracies manipulate the ways in which their citizens talk and think about politics this book will
be of interest to students and scholars of asian politics comparative politics and authoritarian regimes
The Authoritarian Public Sphere 2016-09-22 if you have been pulling your hair out looking for a way to make
money online the search is over one of the easiest ways to make money is by writing and selling information
products in electronic book form this is the ultimate product for online sales simply because the potential is
enormous an electronic book as you may already know is not a traditional book that you can turn the corner of
one page down to mark your place it is a regular computer file no different from the hundreds of other files you
may have on your hard drive except that it is structured to look and read like a traditional book you can either
read an electronic book on the monitor of your computer or print it out so that it is portable an electronic book
can be viewed on any type or brand of computer you can send them as email attachments or download them from the
electronic books are extremely versatile they take up very little room on a hard drive some people have hundreds
of ebooks on their computer a library that they personally chose digitally self publishing an ebook is quite
different from publishing a traditional book with a traditional book you have to pay the costs of any printing
yourself if you choose to self publish then if the book does well and you need to reprint you have to pay those
costs again which eats into your profits if you have the goal of having your book published the customary way
by a big name publishing house get ready for a long wait
Information Products Creation and Marketing 2008-09-11 it has now been 25 years since the apocryphal report
in the cdc morbidity and mortality weekly report dated june 5 1981 entitled pneumocystis pneumonia los angeles
which announced what was to become hiv aids hiv has now affected virtually all countries that have looked for
it and has had a devastating impact on the public health and medical care infrastructure around the world hiv aids
has also disproportionately affected nations with the least capacity to confront it especially the developing
world nations in sub saharan africa south and southeast asia and the emerging republics of eastern and central
asia the pandemic unlike any other disease of our time has had profound impacts on the practice of public health
itself bringing affected communities into decision making demanding north south partnerships and collaborations and
changing the basic conduct of clinical and prevention trials research while much has been written in scholarly
publications for medical epidemiologic and disease control specialists there is no comprehensive review of the public
health impact and response to hiv aids in the developing world this edited volume seeks to systematically describe
the emergence and form of the epidemics epidemiology the social community and political response and the various
measures to confront and control the epidemic with varying levels of success of particular importance are
strategies that appear to have been useful in ameliorating the epidemic while contrasting the situation in a
neighboring country or region where contrasting prevention or care initiatives have had a deleterious outcome
common to all responses has been the international multi sectoral response represented by the global fund for hiv
aids malaria and tuberculosis the president s emergency plan for aids relief and the gates foundation among others
to promote hiv pharmacologic therapy in resource poor settings the chapter authors will explore the political
challenges in meeting hiv aids prevention and care in concert with the public health realities in specific country and
regional context
Public Health Aspects of HIV/AIDS in Low and Middle Income Countries 2013-12-20 the encyclopedia of social
media and politics explores how the rise of social media is altering politics both in the united states and in key
moments movements and places around the world its scope encompasses the disruptive technologies and activities
that are changing basic patterns in american politics and the amazing transformations that social media use is
rendering in other political systems heretofore resistant to democratization and change in a time when social media
are revolutionizing and galvanizing politics in the united states and around the world this encyclopedia is a must
have reference it reflects the changing landscape of politics where old modes and methods of political
communication from elites to the masses top down and from the masses to elites bottom up are being displaced
rapidly by social media and where activists are building new movements and protests using social media to alter
mainstream political agendas key features this three volume a to z encyclopedia set includes 600 short essays on
high interest topics that explore social media s impact on politics such as activists and activism issues and social
media politics and social media and popular uprisings and protest a stellar array of world renowned scholars
have written entries in a clear and accessible style that invites readers to explore and reflect on the use of social
media by political candidates in this country as well as the use of social media in protests overseas unique to this
book is a detailed appendix with material unavailable anywhere else tracking and illustrating social media usage by
u s senators and congressmen this encyclopedia set is a must have general non technical resource for students and
researchers who seek to understand how the changes in social networking through social media are affecting
politics both in the united states and in selected countries or regions around the world
Encyclopedia of Social Media and Politics 2012-08-16 this is the first and only study of the piab as foreign
policy veterans the authors trace the board s history from eisenhower through obama and evaluate its
effectiveness under each president created to be an independent panel of nonpartisan experts the piab has become
increasingly susceptible to politics in recent years and has lost some of its influence the authors clearly
demonstrate the board s potential to offer a unique and valuable perspective on intelligence issues and not only
illuminates a little known element of u s intelligence operations but also offers suggestions for enhancing a



critical executive function
Privileged and Confidential 2005 send and receive email from java applications by using the javamail api with this
concise book you ll learn how to communicate with existing smtp pop and imap servers and how to write your own
whether you need to build an email centric application like a mailing list manager or simply add email notification to
a larger product javamail is the answer packed with code examples this book shows you how javamail enables you
to avoid low level protocol details so you can focus on what you actually want to say in a message send
receive and store email with pop3 and imap add password authentication to your programs manage mailboxes and
accounts download mail attachments respond to asynchronous email events design protocol independent email
programs
Java ��������� 2013-07-23 three weeks after imperial japan s surrender five men dressed in baggy khaki uniforms
stared at the camera they and two colleagues were the only survivors out of the 210 allied airmen which imperial
japan had imprisoned in paradise joining them were 18 british soldiers the only survivors of 600 of their countrymen
similarly but separately imprisoned another 10 000 allied soldiers and civilians were also imprisoned on the south
pacific island of new britain more than half died before liberation what motivated such inhumane treatment this
book s quest for an answer traces the genesis of bushido imperial japan s martial code and surveys the prisoners
recollections of their ordeal as the battle for rabaul raged around them from 1942 to march 1944
JavaMail API 2021-09-30 lisa bitel uses the history of two unique holy women genovefa of paris ca 420 509
and brigit of kildare ca 452 524 to reveal how ordinary europeans lived through christianization at the dawn of
the middle ages most converts did not have a sudden epiphany bitel argues instead they learned and lived their new
religion in continuous conversation with preachers saints rulers and neighbors together they built their faith over
many years brick by brick into their churches and shrines cemeteries houses and even their markets and farms
Imperial Japan's Allied Prisoners of War in the South Pacific 2009-05-19 this volume presents a variety of
pragmatic and discourse analytical approaches to a wide range of linguistic data and historical texts including
data from english french irish latin and spanish this diversity of research questions and methods is a feature of the
field of historical pragmatics which by its very nature has to take into account the multiplicity of historical
contexts and the infinite variety of human interaction this is highlighted in the book s introduction by means of the
metaphor of opening windows each chapter is a window affording a different view of the linguistic and textual
landscape some of these windows were opened by historical linguists who have acquired discourse perspectives
some by pragmaticians with historical interests and others by literary scholars drawing from linguistic
pragmatics contributors include l j brinton a h jucker f salager meyer i taavitsainen b wehr l wright and sixteen
others
Landscape with Two Saints 2008 in an age of market triumphalism does the notion of the commons have any
practical meaning crisp and revelatory this new work is a bold attempt to develop a new language of the commons
a new ethos of commonwealth in the face of a market ethic
Public Health Reports 2005-03-24 public policy issues directly and indirectly affect many everyday aspects of
the lives of all americans yet most of us don t fully understand how policy evolves why do public policies exist
what different types of policies are there and how controversial have they become over time how can we better
understand the continuity and change in public policies expanding upon the first and second editions the author uses
theoretical and historical approaches to answer these questions and highlight changes that have occurred with
public policies over the past decade he explains the complex relationship of political and social theories that
explain the modifications and restructuring of public policies that exist today through his engaging writing style
wilson examines a variety of controversial issues and legal cases to deconstruct each aspect of public policy his
explanations provide detailed information in clear comfortable language that encourages the reader to better
understand and appreciate policies and theories a list of referenced websites after each chapter allows for
exploration outside of the text for up to date information on the ever changing world of public policy
Opening Windows on Texts and Discourses of the Past 2002 this book contains the academic presentations at a
symposium on advancing excellence and public trust in government which focused on the role of transparency in
restoring the public trust there was certainly a very broad consensus at the symposium that transparency in
government is extremely desirable needs to be improved will bring reform and improvement to the public sector and
should make a major contribution to the restoration of the public trust in the united states
Silent Theft 2018-11-01 if you want to fast track your way to becoming a cash rich internet marketer this will
without a doubt be the most electrifying message you ll ever read here s why i ve discovered a simple easy to use
method that anyone can implement and start making money faster than they ve ever thought possible on the internet
but more on that in a second before i reveal this method to you i want you to know that up until recently i was
just like you i wasted a ton of money on internet marketing products courses ebooks and other fluff filled crap
that simply did not work does this sound like what you re doing now if it does don t worry because you re not
alone there are literally tons of people in the same boat as you right now and let me tell you unless you re
working the right system it doesn t matter how hard you work look i used to work really hard on my internet
marketing business the 18 hour days the 7 day weeks but i didn t start making real money until i discovered the real
secret to making money online do you want to know what it is well i ll tell you the secret to making money online
is to understand that content is king maybe you ve heard this term before but i don t think that most people realize
the true power behind this old saying let s face it while you can use it to check email shop and socialize with people
the primary reason 99 of people come to the internet is searching for information a k a content the internet is
called the information super highway for this very reason if you want to make the most money online as quickly as
possible you need to be selling what people are looking for which is what information or content now here are the
two most popular and lucrative business models that you can use to make money with content starting today
lucrative content business model 1 niche websites the main draw for any website for any visitor online is the
amount and quality of the content on it people are interested in many things and there are literally thousands of
little niche marketplaces out there and if you can create a website or blog focused around a certain subject
matter then put informative and high quality content on it you can make money quickly and easily this is easily
done because there are tons of companies and corporations doing business inside that niche marketplace and they ll
gladly pay you to advertise on your site so you capture people s attention with high quality content and make
money from advertising the same way television programs capture attention and make money from commercials this



is a great way to make money but there is another way to make an extreme amount of money quick and easily with
content once you discover how to properly exploit all of the content in the public domain for your own profits
you re literally going to bust your gut laughing at everyone doing it the hard way public domain content is like
steroids for your internet marketing business order now
Public Policy 2011-05-31 the best most trusted comprehensive guide to the latest version of red hat s open
community fedora linux distribution
Advancing Excellence and Public Trust in Government 2019-07-06 twenty eight eminent essayists remind our
nations parents educators school board members and politicians that our democracy is in jeopardy and that our
nation s system of free universal public education is also under attack if that attack succeeds american
democracy itself would be further imperiled that is because american democracy rests on a belief that the power of
our government comes from the people and the diffusion of knowledge and the enlightenment of the people has been a
cornerstone of our democracy since the founding of our republic america s public schools therefore have a special
mandate
Public Domain Profits 2005 rich in scholarly foundations combined with actual practice public relations online
lasting concepts for changing media connects the social and technological forces that are changing public
relations using plain talk discussion of theory and research this book helps readers identify how lasting concepts
for effective public relations can be applied in a changing media environment and how a changing media environment
affects the practice of effective public relations
Red Hat Linux Fedora 3 Unleashed 2021-11-30 this book offers something quite new an advanced textbook that
considers professional writing as a negotiated process between writer and reader arguing that ethics imagination
and rhetoric are integral to professional writing praxis the book encourages students to look critically at
various writing practices in a range of contexts a textbook for advanced undergraduates and postgraduates in
linguistics communication journalism and media studies
Public Education 2006-12-20 using the atlanta birmingham and nashville public libraries as case studies the
development of southern public libraries and the african american quest for library access 1898 1963 argues
that public libraries played an integral role in southern cities economic and cultural boosterism efforts during the
new south and progressive eras first southern public libraries helped institutionalize segregation during the early
twentieth century by refusing to serve african americans or only to a limited degree yet the progressive era s
emphasis on self improvement and moral uplift influenced southern public libraries to the extent that not all
embraced total segregation it even caused southern public libraries to remain open to the idea of slowly expanding
library service to african americans later libraries social mission and imperfect commitment to segregation made
them prime targets for breaking down the barriers of segregation in the post world war ii era in this study dallas
hanbury concludes that dealing with the complicated and unexpected outcomes of having practiced segregation
constituted a difficult and lengthy process for southern public libraries
Public Relations Online 2005-02-09 effective administration of government and governmental organizations is a
crucial part of achieving success in those organizations to develop and implement best practices policymakers and
leaders must first understand the fundamental tenants and recent advances in public administration public affairs
and administration concepts methodologies tools and applications explores the concept of governmental
management public policy and politics at all levels of organizational governance with chapters on topics ranging
from privacy and surveillance to the impact of new media on political participation this multi volume reference
work is an important resource for policymakers government officials and academicians and students of political
science
Public and Professional Writing 2019-12-04 continuing with the tradition of offering the best and most
comprehensive coverage of red hat linux on the market red hat fedora 5 unleashedincludes new and additional
material based on the latest release of red hat s fedora core linux distribution incorporating an advanced
approach to presenting information about fedora the book aims to provide the best and latest information that
intermediate to advanced linux users need to know about installation configuration system administration server
operations and security red hat fedora 5 unleashedthoroughly covers all of fedora s software packages including
up to date material on new applications development peripherals and programming languages it also includes
updated discussion of the architecture of the linux kernel 2 6 usb kde gnome broadband access issues routing
gateways firewalls disk tuning gcc perl python printing services cups and security red hat linux fedora 5
unleashedis the most trusted and comprehensive guide to the latest version of fedora linux
The Development of Southern Public Libraries and the African American Quest for Library Access, 1898–1963
2015-05-31 1872������ ���������� ����� �����2���������� ��������������������������
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Public Affairs and Administration: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2006 americans of all
political persuasions fear that free speech is under attack this may seem strange at a time when legal protections
for free expression remain strong and overt government censorship minimal yet a range of political economic social
and technological developments have raised profound challenges for how we manage speech new threats to
political discourse are mounting from the rise of authoritarian populism and national security secrecy to the
decline of print journalism and public trust in experts to the fake news trolling and increasingly subtle modes of
surveillance made possible by digital technologies the perilous public square brings together leading thinkers to
identify and investigate today s multifaceted threats to free expression they go beyond the campus and the
courthouse to pinpoint key structural changes in the means of mass communication and forms of global capitalism
beginning with tim wu s inquiry into whether the first amendment is obsolete matthew connelly jack goldsmith kate
klonick frederick schauer olivier sylvain and heather whitney explore ways to address these dangers and preserve
the essential features of a healthy democracy their conversations with other leading thinkers including danielle
keats citron jelani cobb frank pasquale geoffrey r stone rebecca tushnet and kirsten weld cross the disciplinary
boundaries of first amendment law internet law media policy journalism legal history and legal theory offering
fresh perspectives on fortifying the speech system and reinvigorating the public square
Red Hat Fedora 5 Unleashed 2009-05 an inside look at modern open source software developers and their influence
on our online social world nadia is one of today s most nuanced thinkers about the depth and potential of online
communities and this book could not have come at a better time devon zuegel director of product communities at



github open source software in which developers publish code that anyone can use has long served as a bellwether
for other online behavior in the late 1990s it provided an optimistic model for public collaboration but in the last
20 years it s shifted to solo operators who write and publish code that s consumed by millions in working in public
nadia eghbal takes an inside look at modern open source software development its evolution over the last two
decades and its ramifications for an internet reorienting itself around individual creators eghbal who interviewed
hundreds of developers while working to improve their experience at github argues that modern open source offers
us a model through which to understand the challenges faced by online creators she examines the trajectory of
open source projects including the platform of github for hosting and development the structures roles incentives
and relationships involved the often overlooked maintenance required of its creators and the costs of production
that endure through an application s lifetime eghbal also scrutinizes the role of platforms like twitter facebook
twitch youtube and instagram which reduce infrastructure and distribution costs for creators but which
massively increase the scope of interactions with their audience open source communities are increasingly centered
around the work of individual developers rather than teams similarly if creators rather than discrete communities
are going to become the epicenter of our online social systems we need to better understand how they work and we
can do so by studying what happened to open source
��������� 2020-06-16 the book reflects on the statement that religion represents a force in the public realms
of society does religion regain public significanc in social debates and what are its characteristics in terms of
topics and interests actors and parties how do different religious and non religious groups evaluate the impact of
religion on its public environment these questions are reflected by an international group of scholars
The Perilous Public Square 202-08-04 provides critical evidenced based assessements and tools with which to
investigate the role of rights abrogation in the health of populations
Working in Public 2011-06-22 media messages and public health addresses the full range of methodological and
conceptual issues involved in content analysis research specifically focused on public health related messages and
behaviors uniquely tailored to the challenges faced by content researchers interested in the study of public health
topics coverage includes conceptual and methodological foundations involved in the practice of content analysis
research used to examine public health issues measurement challenges posed by the broad range of media use of
content analysis across multiple media types the potential for individual differences in audience interpretation of
message content case studies that examine public health issues in the media to illustration the decisions that are
made when developing content analysis studies the volume concludes with a set of guidelines for optimal content
analysis research and suggests ways in which the field can accommodate new technologies and new ways of using
media developed for researchers in communication media and public health this unique resource demonstrates how the
variety of decisions researchers make along the way allows the exploration of traditions assumptions and
implications for each varying alternative and ultimately advances the science of content analysis research
The Public Significance of Religion 2007-09-28 the past two hundred years have seen the transformation of public
international law from a rule based extrusion of diplomacy into a fully fledged legal system landmark cases in
public international law examines decisions that have contributed to the development of international law into an
integrated whole whilst also creating specialised sub systems that stand alone as units of analysis the
significance of these decisions is not taken for granted with contributors critically interrogating the cases to
determine if their reputation as landmarks is deserved emphasis is also placed on seeing each case as a diplomatic
artefact highlighting that international law while unquestionably a legal system remains reliant on the practice
and consent of states as the prime movers of development the cases selected cover a broad range of subject areas
including state immunity human rights the environment trade and investment international organisations
international courts and tribunals the laws of war international crimes and the interface between international
and municipal legal systems a wide array of international and domestic courts are also considered from the
international court of justice to the european court of human rights world trade organization appellate body us
supreme court and other adjudicative bodies the result is a three dimensional picture of international law what it
was what it is and what it might yet become
Public Health and Human Rights 2010-11-01 the handbook of public administration vol 1 livre de lyon
Media Messages and Public Health 2001 memoirs of a simple german girl is the history of two average people and
their families who lived in germany before during and after wwii if you enjoy history and how simple folks lived in the
early 20th century what they ate how they lived survived and what they saw as they journeyed through life in
germany canada and the usa this book is for you it includes brief history summations of europe and other historical
information that interacts with these two people s lives it is about life true love and family
Public Assets, Private Profits 2017-12-28 first published in 2013 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company
Landmark Cases in Public International Law 2022-10-15
The Handbook of Public Administration, Vol. 1 2014-08-22
Memoirs of a Simple German Girl - Public 2013
Quality of Life and Public Management
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